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Ingredients 
 

1 lb (454g)  ground pork (meat to fat ratio  

    around 80:20 by weight) 

2 cups   green leaves, such as dark lettuce,  

    spinach, Swiss chard, etc.; washed 

8 twigs   cilantro; washed  

1    poblano pepper; washed 

2    serrano peppers, or to taste; washed 

2 cloves   garlic; peeled 

½    white onion; peeled 

1    bay leaf; crushed 

½ tsp   dry Mexican oregano, or marjoram; crushed 

½ tsp   ground cumin 

½ tsp   ground black pepper 

1 ½ tsp   salt, or to taste 

¼ cup   pumpkin seed; peeled 

¼ cup   almonds; peeled and slivered  

¼ cup   raisins 

2 tbsp   apple cider vinegar 

¼ cup   red wine, or red wine vinegar 
 

Mix apple cider vinegar and red wine (vinegar) in a bowl, then add raisins.  Allow to soak for at least 

ten minutes, then add measured herbs and spices (bay leaf, Mexican oregano, cumin, black pepper, 

and salt).  Mix thoroughly, and reserve.  Bring a large pot of water to boil over high heat; drop 

greens and cilantro, and blanch for a few seconds, no more than one minute; remove from water 

and reserve.  Repeat with the onion, garlic, and peppers.  Slice onion into chunks, and remove stems 

and seeds from peppers, also slicing coarsely; reserve.  In a dry skillet, roast pumpkin seed, just until 

it turns shinny; remove promptly and reserve.  Repeat with the almonds.  Place reserved vinegar mix 

in a blender jar, then the pumpkin seeds and almonds; pulse several times, stopping to push 

ingredients down with a spatula as needed, until a grainy, but uniform paste is formed.    Add 

reserved blanched greens and aromatics; process, again stopping to scrape with a spatula as 

needed, until a bright green paste is obtained.  Transfer to a non-reactive and wide container, such 

as a glass baking dish.  Add ground pork, mixing until there is no trace of pink.  Cover with cheese 

cloth or a clean kitchen towel, allowing to rest in the fridge overnight.  At this point it may be cased, 

and kept for a few more days in the fridge, then grilled as a sausage, or cooked without casing in a 

skillet, as shown above.  It is hard to tell when the meat is fully cooked, but make sure that it is by 

cooking and turning for several minutes.  It may be served on its own with fresh tomatoes, salsa and 

a pile of tortillas, mixed in with some scrambled eggs for a yummy breakfast, or used as a filling for 

quesadillas, or in a mighty torta de chorizo. 
 

Blanching all the fresh ingredients and adding a good amount of vinegar provides good measures 

to preserve this green chorizo, but since it contains fresh vegetables and herbs, it is recommended 

to consume within a week, or freeze. 

Toluca Style Green Chorizo - Chorizo verde toluqueño 


